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actually contain the neon gas. Other gases
used are argon, krypton, zenon, helium, and
mercury vapor. Each has its own character-
istic color, and is used either alone or in
mixtures to produce the desired effects.
Colored glass also aids in producing dif-
ferent color effects.
Luminous tubes of this type were invented
during the nineteenth century by Geissler, and
called by his name. The French scientist-
inventor Georges Claude studied them care-
fully in recent years, and was largely instru-
mental in making them successful. To light
the tubes, high voltage currents produced by
transformers are necessary. Voltages of
from 2,000 to 10,000 are commonly used.
The mercury-vapor arc-lamp belongs in
this group. This lamp produces a peculiar
bluish light which is especially strong in the
colors which affect photographic plates and
films. It is, therefore, frequently seen in
places where photographic work is done by
artificial light. The usual type of mercury-
vapor lamp is an evacuated tube in which one
of the electrodes is mercury. The flow of
current is started through the tube by tilting
it until a stream of mercury connects the two
ends. When the stream breaks, an arc is
formed which heats the mercury and provides
the conducting vapor for an arc the full
length of the tube.
Lighting Systems. A commercial electric-
lighting system consists of a central station
where dynamos generate the current (see
dynamo) ; the main lines, which conduct the
current to the various sections of the terri-
tory; and the individual lines, which branch
out to the places where the current is used
in the lights. Almost all extensive systems
now use sixty-cycle alternating current, which
is carried through the main lines at voltages
up to 330,000 or more and "stepped down"
in transformers until, when it reaches the
lamps, the electrical pressure is only from
110 to 120 volts.
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, See loco-
motive, subhead Electric Locomotive.
ELECTRIC MACHINE, any machine for
producing powerful electrical effects. The
name is, however, seldom applied to ma-
chines depending on magneto-electric prin-
ciples, but is practically confined to two
classes of machines—those which act by fric-
tion and those which act by electro-static
induction. The former are called friction
machines and the latter influence machines.
 For many years the former were the only
kind known, but they have now been al-
most superseded by the latter. In friction
machines, the electricity is generated by the
friction of either a glass cylinder or a cir-
cular glass plate against cushions covered
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ELECTRIC   MACHINE
with an amalgam of zinc and tin. The
positive electricity, which is thus developed
on the surface of the glass, is given off to
an insulated brass conductor, furnished with
teeth like those of a comb, the sharp points
of which are nearly in contact with the
glass. The negative electricity, which is
at the same time generated on the cushion,
must be provided with some means of es-
caping, or the action of the machine would
soon stop. It is usually allowed to escape
to the earth by a brass chain, connected with
the cushions; but in some machines a nega-
tive conductor, connected with the cushions,
is insulated, like the positive conductor, by
a glass support. Negative sparks can then
be drawn from this conductor at the same
time that positive sparks are drawn from
the other. Friction machines have been al-
most entirely replaced by influence machines,
and descriptions of these are found in or-
dinary textbooks on physics.
ELECTRIC METER, an instrument for
measuring the amount of electrical energy
used by any device or by a consumer. The
meter in general use is a sort of electric mo-
tor, whose armature carries a current pro-
portional to the voltage supplied and whose
field coils are energized by the entire quantity
of current (amperes) being used. The rate
at which energy is consumed is the product
of the voltage and the amperage. Thus, the
force turning the motor at any time is pro-
portional to the rate at which energy is
used. The armature of the motor revolves
horizontally. Its axis is connected with a

